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Abstract Nowadays, networked embedded systems

(NESs) are required to be reconfigurable in order to be

customizable to different operating environments and/or

adaptable to changes in operating environment. However,

reconfigurability acts against security as it introduces new

sources of vulnerability. In this paper, we propose a security

architecture that integrates, enriches and extends a compo-

nent-based middleware layer with abstractions and mecha-

nisms for secure reconfiguration and secure communication.

The architecture provides a secure communication service

that enforces application-specific fine-grained security pol-

icy. Furthermore, in order to support secure reconfiguration

at the middleware level, the architecture provides a basic

mechanism for authenticated downloading from a remote

source. Finally, the architecture provides a rekeying service

that performs key distribution and revocation. The archi-

tecture provides the services as a collection of middleware

components that an application developer can instantiate

according to the application requirements and constraints.

The security architecture extends the middleware by

exploiting the decoupling and encapsulation capabilities

provided by components. It follows that the architecture

results itself reconfigurable and can span heterogeneous

devices. The security architecture has been implemented for

different platforms including low-end, resource-poor ones

such as Tmote Sky sensor devices.

Keywords Security � Reconfigurability � Middleware �
Networked embedded systems � Sensor networks

1 Introduction

The convergence of communication, computing and con-

trol and recent technological advances in low-power, low-

cost communication miniature computing devices and

sensors make it possible to build NESs that can be deeply

embedded in the physical world including home appli-

ances, cars, buildings, and people [4, 17, 44]. These large-

scale, widely distributed, heterogeneous, pervasive systems

include autonomous and interconnected units, which not

only have capabilities of sensing, but also those of acting in

and on the environment [2]. Networked Embedded Sys-

tems are traditionally designed and built to perform a fixed

set of predefined functionalities in a well-known operating

environment, and, after deployment, in the vast majority of

applications, their functionality is not expected to change

during their lifetime. However, nowadays this design

approach can no longer be pursued. In order to be cost-

effective and operational over time, NES are required to be

reconfigurable in order to be customizable to different

operating environments and/or adaptable to changes in the

operating environment. Unfortunately, reconfigurability

acts against security as it introduces new sources of

vulnerability. Given the interactive and pervasive nature

of NES, a security breach can result in severe privacy
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violations and physical side effects, including property

damage, injury and even death.

Security in NES tends to be a more difficult long-term

problem than it is today in desktop and enterprise com-

puting [21]. In fact, the drive to provide richer functionality,

increased customizability and flexible reconfigurability of

NES requires the ability to remotely download software

after they have been deployed [39, 40]. However, down-

loading malicious software (including viruses, worms, and

Trojan horses) is by far the instrument of choice in

launching security logical attacks. The magnitude of this

problem will only worsen with the rapid increase in the

software content of embedded systems. Furthermore, NES

often use wireless communication to simplify deployment

and increase reconfigurability. So, unlike a traditional net-

work, an adversary with a simple radio receiver/transmitter

can easily eavesdrop as well as inject/modify packets in a

wireless network. Finally, cost reasons often cause

embedded devices to have limited energy, computation,

storage, and communication capabilities. This leads to

constraints on the types of security solutions that can be

applied. To further worsen this scenario, embedded systems

often lack adequate physical/hardware support to protection

and tamper-resistance. This, together with the fact that NES

can be deployed over a large, unattended, possibly hostile

area, implies that each embedded device is exposed to the

risk of being compromised. Compromised devices have to

be, at least, logically removed from the network commu-

nication. Usually, the ability to logically remove compro-

mised devices from the network translates into the ability to

revoke keys [5]. In fact, cryptographic algorithms do not

expose keys so that secret keys can only be compromised by

compromising the device. It follows that by revoking all

keys of a compromised device, it is possible to remove the

logical presence of that device from the system.

In this paper we present a security architecture that

supports secure communication and secure reconfiguration

in NES. The architecture integrates, enriches, and extends a

component-based middleware by means of security

abstractions and services. The proposed architecture is

general and flexible. It is general because it has been

designed from the ground up to be implementable on a

wide range of devices, comprising low-end ones, and the

abstractions it provides can be used to build applications

and higher-level services. Finally, it is flexible as it

accommodates different implementations of the security

services according to the specific application requirements

and constraints. Several middleware systems for low-end,

resource constrained NES have been designed and imple-

mented [1, 9, 10, 16, 25, 28, 29, 41, 46–48] and a lot of

research on security has been done for this type of

embedded systems [6, 15, 20, 24, 27, 30, 36, 37, 40, 49,

50]. However, only a few middleware systems consider

security [32]. Our security architecture provides a stride

towards filling this gap.

The architecture comprises three basic services: Secure

Communication, Authenticated Downloading, and Rekey-

ing. Secure communication implements secure channels

according to the application-specific security policies and

requirements. The Secure Communication service allows

an application developer to define and implement fine-

grain, application-specific secure communication policies.

The service allows also dynamic negotiation of security

protocols so that a device can adapt to the changed oper-

ating conditions. Authenticated downloading guarantees

that software components are remotely downloaded from

trusted sources. It is a key service for secure reconfigura-

tion in NES because it prevents an attacker from modifying

or installing a rogue one. Authenticated downloading in

NES is particularly challenging because it must also be

efficient in terms of communication, storage and compu-

tation in order to be sustainable on low-end resource-poor

devices. Finally, Rekeying is explicitly devoted to key

distribution and revocation. Key distribution establishes

and refreshes secure channels, as dictated by good cryp-

tographic practices. However, the ability to revoke keys is

equally important as it translates into the ability to logically

remove a device from the communication system. There-

fore, although embedded devices may lack any preventive

physical measure against tampering, however the archi-

tecture provides at least a reactive mechanism to logically

remove compromised devices.

The architecture achieves its flexibility by providing the

above services in terms of component frameworks, i.e.,

collections of well-defined middleware components with

well-defined interfaces and well-defined mutual relation-

ships. One component framework is defined for each basic

service. The architecture does not commit to a specific

implementation of component frameworks. In contrast,

component frameworks constitute a flexible software fabric

that allows an application programmer to implement the

above security services in the most suitable way for the

specific application. In order to instantiate the architecture,

the application developer chooses the secure communica-

tion protocol, the authenticated downloading protocol, and

the rekeying distribution scheme that better fit the appli-

cation requirements and constraints, and encapsulate them

in the corresponding component frameworks.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a

review of related works. Section 3 gives an overview of

the system model at the middleware layer. Section 4

describes the proposed security architecture in terms of

services and related component frameworks. Section 5

describes a possible implementation of the architecture

aimed at showing its generality and flexibility. As to

generality, we have implemented the architecture on the
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RUNES middleware [9, 10] running on Contiki [13] on

Tmote Sky sensor nodes [33] to show the architecture

ability to scale down to low-end embedded devices. As to

flexibility, we have implemented two specific rekeying

and authenticated downloading protocols (and their related

secure communication protocols) mainly for exemplifying

purposes. Of course, an application developer can make

different choices according to the application requirements

and constraints. Finally in Sect. 6 we draw our final

remarks.

2 Related Work

During the past few years, researchers have devoted much

effort in designing and developing middleware for heter-

ogeneous, resource-constrained NES such as wireless

sensor networks. Relevant examples include [1, 9, 10, 16,

25, 28, 29, 46]. However, security has been largely ignored

in the current generation of this type of middleware [32, 41,

47, 48]. A few relevant exceptions include Matè [25],

Impala [28] and ZUMA [45]. The architecture we propose

in this paper fits in with this research strand, it has been

conceived for this type of middleware and, in particular, it

has been implemented within the RUNES middleware

[9, 10] on Contiki [13].

With reference to closer works, the ZUMA middleware

provides efficient end-to-end secure communication by

means of Kilavi [43], a security protocol for home-auto-

mation applications. ZUMA secure communication ser-

vices can be implemented within our architecture by

properly implementing the corresponding component

frameworks. In other words, ZUMA secure communication

architecture may be a possible instantiation of our archi-

tecture. Matè is a tiny virtual machine running on TinyOS

[18]. Matè helps programmers to develop expressive and

concise sensor network applications. It supports reconfig-

uration in terms of infection of small program capsules

through the network, and it is resilient to buggy or mali-

cious capsules so preventing applications to crash the

system. Impala is a middleware system and API for sensor

application adaptation and updates. Impala has some

resemblances to Matè although Impala’s security checks

are more oriented to unfortunate programming errors than

malicious attacks. Our architecture is complementary to

Matè and Impala from both the communication and

reconfiguration standpoint. Actually, our architecture

focuses on secure communication which is not an issue in

Matè and Impala. Furthermore, while Matè and Impala

control the run-time behaviour of components, our archi-

tecture includes an authenticated downloading service that

verifies the authenticity of components coming from

remote sources.

It is important to notice that security threats, vulnera-

bilities and related countermeasures in heterogeneous,

resource-constrained NES have been intensively investi-

gated [6, 36, 40]. Furthermore, theoretical models and

protocols addressing specific problems have been pro-

posed. For instance, secure communication and key man-

agement are the focus of an industrial consortium, IEEE

standard, and research community [15, 20, 24, 27, 30, 37,

49, 50]. Finally, specific security architectures encom-

passing both secure communication and key management

have been proposed [38, 42]. Notwithstanding, as stated

above, these models, protocols, and architectures are still

largely ignored in practice by most middleware systems of

the current generation [32]. Therefore, our architecture can

be considered a stride towards filling this gap. Furthermore,

several of these solutions can be implemented within the

component framework we provide. Section 5 provides a

few examples of that.

Finally, with reference to secure reconfiguration, we

can notice certain similarities between our architecture

and DeLuge [14], a scheme for authenticated down-

loading of software that has been conceived for TinyOS

[26]. However, DeLuge only allows large-grain down-

loading of the whole memory image of an embedded

device, so requiring device rebooting upon software

reconfiguration. In contrast, we support authenticated

downloading at a finer grain, namely at the level of

single software component, so removing the constraint of

device rebooting.

3 System Model

We consider an heterogeneous system composed of both

general-purpose mobile devices and embedded devices

capable of sensing and acting on the environment. Mobile

devices fulfill tasks, either in cooperation or isolation, and

interact with embedded devices to sense the environment

or act on it. In order to do that, devices communicate

through a wireless network. Possible applications are, for

example, monitoring the environment, detecting and pur-

suing a target, providing support to first rescue team and so

forth [8].

In these application scenarios, operational conditions

may change unpredictably. Therefore, devices must be able

to reconfigure themselves in order to comply with the

changed conditions. Reconfiguration may concern a device

functionality, e.g., conditions change from ‘‘normal’’ to

‘‘exceptional’’, or a different implementation of a given

service. For instance, a drastic change in light conditions

may require that the localization service implementation

changes from a vision-based one to an ultrasound-based

one [3].
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In such a scenario, we assume that devices mount a

middleware layer that provides a set of reusable program-

ming abstractions that allow configuring, deploying, and

reconfiguring software [10]. The middleware hinges on

basic runtime units of encapsulation and deployment,

referred to as components. Components provide services to

other components through one or more well-defined

interfaces and can have dependencies on other compo-

nents. This enables the implementation and deployment of

different versions of the same component, each tailored to

a specific device type. Furthermore, inter-dependent com-

ponents are grouped into component frameworks to build

more complex services. More precisely, a component

framework is an encapsulated composition of components

that address some area of functionality, and which accepts

additional components, which modify and extend the

component framework behaviour. A component framework

is itself a component and can thus recursively contain other

component frameworks.

This component-based approach abstracts away from

the actual platform implementation and provides a general

design framework for NES. In fact, it supports and pro-

motes encapsulation and modularity of design and imple-

mentation and thus makes it possible to integrate devices

with hardware and software of completely different origin

and makes them safely and securely coexist and col-

laborate.

In addition, we assume that components can be

dynamically added and removed. This makes it possible

dynamically reconfigure applications according to the

changing operational conditions. Reconfiguration consists

in downloading a new component from a possibly remote

source, instantiating and/or removing components at run-

time, and also dynamically changing the components

interconnections.

4 Security Architecture for NES

The proposed security architecture enriches and extends

the middleware layer with abstractions and mechanisms for

secure reconfiguration and secure communication. The

security architecture is designed and implemented as a

collection of components frameworks encapsulating the

security aspects with well-defined interfaces as well. In this

way, the security architecture results itself reconfigurable

and can span heterogeneous devices. Furthermore, for the

heterogeneity requirement the architecture must be acces-

sible also to very simple devices with possibly low

computational and data storage capabilities. Hence, com-

ponents have been implemented taking into account pos-

sible technological limitations of the device involved in the

scenario.

As shown in Fig. 1, the security architecture hinges on

the following components frameworks: the SecCom com-

ponent framework that provides the secure communication

service, and the Rekeying component framework that per-

forms key revocation and distribution, and the ALoader

component framework that guarantees authenticated

download for secure reconfiguration.

Some scenarios could require the secrecy, integrity and/

or authenticity of communication among remote compo-

nents. So, SecCom provides the secure communication

service by enforcing application-specific, fine-grained

communication security policy. A security communication

policy defines the set of protocols that have to be applied in

order to protect the communication among components in

different physical devices. A protocol is a set of crypto-

graphic transformations that have to be performed on the

messages sent through the network. In order to support

reconfigurability, SecCom could negotiate the secure

communication protocol as well as the cryptographic

algorithms necessary to implement it.

The Rekeying component framework provides the re-

keying service by performing the key distribution and

revocation. Different instantiations of Rekeying can

implement different rekeying protocols according to the

security requirements. In order to support reconfigurability,

Rekeying could be loaded after deployment to adapt to a

change in security operating conditions.

Finally, in order to support reconfigurability, a device

could load a new component through the network. So, the

device has to receive proofs that the component comes

from a trusted source (component authenticity) and that the

component has not been modified (component integrity).

The ALoader component framework provides the authen-

ticated loading service by enforcing a security loading

policy. Different instantiations of ALoader can implement

different loading policies according to both the operating

environments and the required trade-off between security

and performance.

In the rest of the section, we provide a detailed

description of components, interfaces, and services pro-

vided. We describe the component interfaces in the Inter-

face Description Language (IDL). For each operation

provided by an interface, IDL allows us to specify the

Fig. 1 The security architecture
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name and the type of the arguments the operation takes as

input (in parameters), and the type of values the operation

returns as output (out parameters).

4.1 The Secure Communication Service

The SecCom component framework fulfills the communi-

cation security requirements in terms of confidentiality,

integrity and authenticity. Different instantiation of Sec-

Com can provide different security communication proto-

cols. The protocol can be pre-deployed in the device (Local

Protocol), or can be negotiated and retrieved from a remote

trusted part (Remote Protocol). In this case, SecCom is able

to dynamically negotiate security protocols so that the

device is able to adapt to the change of the operating

conditions. In order to protect communications of an

application, the SecCom component has to be inserted

between the application and the Network component. The

SecCom component framework provides the application

components with the same interface as the Network com-

ponent (Fig. 2). So doing, SecCom can be inserted without

affecting the application component from a functional

point of view. Furthermore, this allows us to remove Sec-

Com without affecting the application components and

reconfigure the software stack of a device by using SecCom

only when needed. Hence, SecCom can be inserted and

removed so that software can be transparently reconfigured

for security purposes.

Operationally, SecCom intercepts incoming/outgoing

messages and applies them the cryptographic transforma-

tions specified by the security communication protocol.

The actual specification and implementation of the protocol

depends on several factors including the kind of embedded

computing device and the hardware and software platform

on which SecCom is deployed. The component can be

implemented at software. However, if a hardware crypto-

graphic device is present, the component can encapsulate

and abstract the cryptographic services offered by that

device.

4.1.1 Secure Communication Protocol

A security communication protocol is defined as a set of

rules, each of which consists in a transformation, a cryp-

tographic suite, and a set of fine-grained selectors.

A transformation specifies the set of cryptographic

processing to be applied to messages in order to protect

communication and guarantee their confidentiality, integ-

rity, and authenticity. In other words, a transformation

specifies how to process a message before sending/

receiving it to/from the network. A transformation can be

either a cryptographic primitive or a combination of

primitives. Cryptographic primitives can use cryptographic

keys.

A cryptographic suite specifies the actual cryptographic

primitives, and the related keys, to be used in a transfor-

mation. Keys are specified by a key unique identifier. In the

simplest devices with limited capabilities, the crypto-

graphic suite only includes symmetric ciphers, one-way

hash functions, and HMACs. In more advanced devices, a

cryptographic suite may include digital signatures.

Finally, selectors are a fine-grained mechanism that

specifies which messages a transformation has to be

applied to. Selectors include at least the type of message

(e.g., the port), the destination address, the source address,

whether the message is incoming or outgoing and so forth.

For example, let us assume that for messages of type T

we have to guarantee both confidentiality and integrity. One

way to achieve these goals is to send a message m after it has

been processed according to the transformation t:

encrypt(m||hash(m)) where encrypt specifies the

symmetric encryption, hash specifies the hashing opera-

tion and || is the concatenation operation. If we would like to

use SHA-1 as hash function and RC5 as symmetric cipher

keyed by the K key, then we specify the cryptographic suite

c: (encryption=RC5, keyid=K; hash=SHA-1).

Finally, the selectors specifying the relevant messages are

s: (msgType=T, direction=outgoing). It fol-

lows that the secure communication protocol is specified by

the rule r=(s, t, c).

At this stage we do not specify the implementation of

protocol rules. Such an implementation depends on several

factors including the kind of device the implementation is

for.

4.1.2 The SecCom component framework

In case of a Local Protocol, SecCom includes the StaticSeC

component, that actually implements the secure commu-

nication protocol. More in detail, when Application sends a

message to Network, StaticSeC intercepts the message,

retrieves the matching security rules and processes the

message accordingly. If the performed algorithms need

cryptographic keys, StaticSeC retrieves them from the

KeyDB component (Fig. 3).

In case of a Remote Protocol, SecCom also includes a

Negotiator component, that negotiates the secure commu-

nication protocol. Before the Application component con-

nects to the Network component, the Negotiator negotiates

the secure communication protocol, instantiates theFig. 2 The SecCom component framework
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StaticSeC that implements the negotiated protocol, and

inserts it between Application and Network.

At this stage we do not specify the implementation of

these components but we limit to specify their functional

behaviour and their interface in the rest of the section. Such

an implementation depends on several factors including the

kind of device the implementation is for. We will discuss

some examples of implementation in Sect. 5.

The StaticSeC Component

The StaticSeC component includes a RuleStore com-

ponent storing the protocol rules, a SecEnginecomponent

that is responsible for applying the transformations speci-

fied by the rules, and CryptoPrimitive components imple-

menting the specific cryptographic transformations. If the

performedalgorithms need cryptographic keys, StaticSeC

retrieves them from the KeyDB component.

The SecEngine component fulfills two tasks. First, it

provides Application with the same interfaceas Network.

Second, it implements the secure communication protocol

by processing theincoming and outgoing messages

according with the security rules. For each message,

SecEngineretrieves the security rule associated with the

message from the RuleStore component, and appliesthe

message transformation specified by that rule. In doing

that, SecEngine exploits theservices provided by the

CryptoPrimitive components as needed. If a transformation

requires acryptographic key, SecEngine retrieves the key

from the KeyDB component. Finally, SecEngineforwards

the resulting message to the next component, i.e., Network

or Application according towhether the message is outgo-

ing or incoming. The SecEngine component could be

implemented as a rule interpreter. However, this imple-

mentation choice could be pursued only for more capable

embedded devices. In contrast, in case of the simpler

devices, the SecEngine can be implemented ad-hoc for one

or more protocols.

The Rulestore component contains the security rules that

have to be applied to messages. Upon receiving a request

from SecEngine, rulestore searches and returns the

matching rules specifying the crypto transformations to be

applied to the message. A matching is found according to

the rule selector.

The CryptoPrimitive component implements a crypto-

graphic primitive, such as a cipher (i.e., SkipJack [35], RC5

[22]), a one-way hash function (i.e., SHA-1 [34]), or a

hMAC. The CryptoPrimitive components do not preclude

the use of the public key cryptography if it is available on

the device. These components can be implemented at

software, or if present they can embed cryptographic ser-

vices provided by hardware devices.

The KeyDB component stores the cryptographic keys

used to perform the cryptographic primitives. Every key is

associated with a key identifier that uniquely identifies the

key within the KeyDB component.

The Negotiator component

In case of Remote Protocol, SecCom includes the

Negotiator component that is responsible for negotiating

the secure communication protocol and instantiating the

staticsec component.

The Negotiator communicates with a trusted site

through the network following a secure communication

protocol implemented, in its turn, by another SecCom. The

SecCom component framework connecting Negotiator to

Network implements a local protocol and thus it includes

only a StaticSeC (Fig. 4).

Protocol negotiation occurs when an Application con-

nects to the Network component. In this case, Negotiator

creates a StaticSeC by performing the following operation:

1. remote downloading, if necessary, of the Rulestore,

SecEngine, and CryptoPrimitive components that

implement the required secure communication

protocol

2. instantiation of the Rulestore, SecEngine, and Crypto-

Primitive components,

3. connection between Rulestore and Negotiator, Rule-

store and SecEngine,SecEngine and CryptoPrimitives,

Fig. 3 Internal structure of SecCom

Fig. 4 Remote protocol
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4. connection of both Application and SecEngine and

SecEngine and Network.

If, as a consequence of changed operational condi-

tions, Application needs no secure communication,

Negotiator removes the instantiated staticsec and directly

connects Application and Network components. Protocol

negotiation can also occur in any other moment so that

Negotiator has to modify StaticSeC in order to perform a

different security communication protocol. Usually,

negotiation consists in selecting a protocol and inserting

the rules of that protocol into the Rulestore. The insertion

of new rules may cause the instantiation of new SecEn-

gine and CryptoPrimitives components. For instance, if

the SecEngine is implemented as a sort of rule inter-

preter, negotiation of a protocol only involves the

insertion of the protocol rules into the Rulestore and,

possibly, the instantiation of some CryptoPrimitive

components. In case of ad-hoc SecEngine, negotiation of

a new protocol would cause the instantiation of a new

SecEngine.

4.1.3 Interfaces and Dependencies

In this section, we define the interfaces and the depen-

dencies of components that implement the SecCom.

The SecEngine component

The SecEngine component implements the interface

INetwork providing the Application component with the

same interface as Network.

Interface INetwork{

int send (in Message msg, in Address add);

int receive(out Message msg, out Address
add);

}

The field Message includes at least the data MsgData

and the message type MsgType. The field Address

usually contains the IP address and port of the source and

destination application so that it can identify the commu-

nication connection.

SecEngine uses the INetwork interface, the IRule-

Store interface, the IKeyDB interface and one or more

interfaces of CryptoPrimitive components.

The Rulestore component

The Rulestore component provides the following inter-

face IRuleStore:

Interface IRuleStore{

int getRule (in MsgSelector ms, out
Transformation t,

out CryptoSuite c);

}

The method getRule returns the Transformation

and the CryptoSuite associated with the messages

described by the MsgSelector. In order to dynamically

change the rules, the rulestore provides the following

interface IRuleUpdate:

Interface IRuleUpdate{

int insertRule(in MsgSelector ms, in
Transformation t,

in CryptoSuite c);

int updateRule(in MsgSelector ms, in
Transformation t,

in CryptoSuite c);

int deleteRule(in MsgSelector ms);

}

The methods updateRule, insertRule and dele-

teRule respectively updates, inserts and deletes the rule

associated with the messages described by the MsgS-

elector.

The CryptoPrimitive component

The CryptoPrimitive component provides a crypto-

graphic primitive, such as a cipher, a one-way hash func-

tion or a hMAC. For example, the CryptoPrimitive

component implementing a cipher provides the other

components with the following interface:

Interface ICipher {

int Encrypt (in Byte[] dataIn, in int
lengthIn, out Byte[] dataOut,

in int lengthIn, in Key k);

int Decrypt (in Byte[] dataIn, in int
lengthIn, out Byte[] dataOut,

in int lengthIn, in Key k);

}

The method Encrypt encrypts the message dataIn

of size lengthIn by using the key k, and returns the

processed message dataOut of size lenghtOut. The

method Decrypt decrypts the message dataIn of size

Int J Wireless Inf Networks (2010) 17:11–25 17
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lenghtIn by using the key k, and returns the plain

message dataOut of size lenghtOut.

Whether the CryptoPrimitive component implements a

hash function, it provides the following interface:

Interface IHash{

int getHash(in Byte[] dataIn, in int
lengthIn, out Byte[] hashOut,

out Byte[] lenghtOut);

}

The method getHash returns the hash value hashOut

of size lenghtOut applied to the input dataIn of size

LengthIn.

The KeyDB component

The KeyDB component provides the following interface

IKeyDB:

Interface IKeyDB{

int getKey(in IndexKey ik, out Key k);

}

The method getKey returns the key value k with

index ik.

The Negotiator component

The Negotiator component depends on the IRuleUp-

date interface in order to dynamically change the rules

associated with messages. Furthermore, the Negotiator

component uses the INetwork interface to receive the

secure communication protocol through the network.

Usually, this interface is provided by a StaticSeC compo-

nent. This component performs the algorithms and stores

the security rules that are applied to the messages trans-

mitted by Negotiator.

4.2 The Rekeying Service

The Rekeying component framework performs key distri-

bution and revocation and updates the key repository on the

device. Usually the keys are distributed through the net-

work in such a way that both confidentiality and authen-

ticity are guaranteed.

In order to provide the rekeying service, a device,

referred to as the Key Sender (KS), performs key distri-

bution and revocation. The other devices, referred to as Key

Receiver (KR), verify the key authenticity and upload their

local key database. Operationally Rekeying on KS side

generates a new key and performs the cryptographic

transformations according to the rekeying protocol in order

to guarantee key authenticity and confidentiality. The

Rekeying component on KR side performs the comple-

mentary transformation and verifies that the key comes

from a trusted part, i.e., KS.

Usually, the keys are transmitted through the network so

that Rekeying is connected to the Network component as

depicted in Fig. 5.

4.2.1 The Rekeying Component Framework

As shown in Fig. 6, the Rekeying component framework on

KS side includes a SecCom and a GenerateKey component,

whereas Rekeying on KR side includes a SecCom and a

AuthKey component.

The SecCom component framework performs the secure

communication protocol guaranteeing confidentiality and

integrity of rekeying messages. The secure communication

protocol enforced by SecCom depends on the chosen

rekeying protocol. On KR side The GenerateKey component

is responsible for generating a new key according to the

rekeying protocol. The renewed key is passed to SecCom

component framework that guarantees key confidentiality.

On KR side the AuthKey component receives the key from

SecCom and verifies its authenticity according to the rekeying

protocol. In case, AuthKey updates the KeyDB component.

The internal structure of AuthKey and GenerateKey compo-

nents strictly depends on the chosen rekeying protocol.

It is worthwhile to notice that the Rekeying component

does not preclude the use of public key encryption. It is

Fig. 5 The Rekeying component framework

Fig. 6 Internal structure of rekeying
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only necessary that CryptoPrimitive components imple-

menting this form of cryptography are available.

4.2.2 Interfaces and Dependencies

In this section, we define the interfaces and the depen-

dencies of components that are included in Rekeying.

The KeyDB component

The KeyDB component provides the following interface

IKeyUpdate:

Interface IKeyUpdate{

int getKey(in IndexKey ik, out Key k);

int insertKey(in IndexKey ik, in Key
newKey);

int updateKey(in IndexKey ik, in Key
newKey);

int deleteKey(in IndexKey ik);

}

where the method getKey returns the value of the key

associated with index ik. The method updateKey

updates the key identified by the index ik with the value

newKey. The methods insertKey and deleteKey

respectively inserts a new key with index ik and key

value newKey, and deletes the key identified by the index

ik.

The AuthKey and GenerateKey component

The AuthKey and GenerateKey components depend on

the IKeyUpdate interface in order to refresh the key.

Furthermore, they use the INetwork interface to receive

and send the new key respectively.

4.3 The Authenticated Loading Service

In order to support reconfigurability, components can be

remotely uploaded into an embedded device after it has

been deployed. We consider a scenario in which a device,

referred to as the Component Sender (CS), provides com-

ponents for remote uploading. As remote component

uploading takes place through the wireless medium, an

attacker has an easy game to modify a component or inject

a fake one altogether. Therefore, upon remote loading,

components need to be authenticated. This means that a

component must be accompanied by a proof that the

component originates from the trusted CS. Then, the other

devices, referred to as Component Sender (CR), load only

authenticated components.

The authenticated loading service is provided by the

ALoader component framework both on CS and CR side.

More in detail, ALoader on CS is responsible for

broadcasting the new component and guaranteeing the

component authenticity. The ALoader component frame-

work on CR is responsible for downloading through the

network, verifying the component authenticity, and finally

loading the component from the memory buffer. In some

applications, ALoader has to guarantee the component

confidentiality. Usually, the components are broadcast

through the network so that ALoader is connected to the

Network component as depicted in Fig. 7.

4.3.1 The ALoader Component Framework

The ALoader component framework includes a AuthCS

component on CS side and a AuthCR component on CR

side. The AuthCS component is responsible for generating

the packets carrying the new component according to the

authentication protocol. The AuthCR component buffers

the component in memory and guarantees the component

authenticity. Upon verifying the component authenticity,

AuthCR calls the primitive of the operating system for

loading the component stored in the local memory. The

internal structure of both AuthCR and AuthCS strictly

depends on the chosen authentication protocol.

In some scenarios, ALoader has to guarantee the confi-

dentiality of packets carrying the component being loaded.

So, ALoader includes a SecCom component as shown in

Fig. 8. In order to guarantee the component confidentiality,

SecCom use the keys stored in KeyDB component. Usually,

SecCom is connected to the Network component to send/

receive the component being loaded.

It is worthwhile to notice that ALoader does not pre-

clude the use of public key encryption both in the SecCom

and in the AuthCR component. It is only necessary that

CryptoPrimitive components implementing this form of

cryptography are available on the devices.

4.3.2 Interfaces and Dependencies

In this section, we define the interfaces and the depen-

dencies of components that are included in the ALoader

component framework.

The AuthCR component

The AuthCR depends on the Network interface and

provides the IAuthLoad interface.

Fig. 7 The ALoader component framework
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Interface IAuthLoad{

load(in String cname, out ComponentType
t);

}

The operation load downloads the component whose

name is specified by the string cname and returns the

component type.

The AuthCS component

The AuthCS depends on the INetwork interface and

provides the IAuthBrdcast interface.

Interface IAuthBrdcast{

send(in String cname, in ComponentType t,
in Address a);

}

The operation send broadcasts the component whose

name is specified by the string cname and the component

type t. The receivers are specified by the address a.

5 Architecture Implementation

In this section we briefly describe two possible protocols

for the Rekeying Service (Sect. 5.1) and the Authenticated

Loading Service (Sect. 5.2), respectively. Then, we discuss

a real implementation of the architecture for low-end,

resource-poor TMote Sky devices (Sect. 5.3) [33].

5.1 The Rekeying Protocol

In our implementation we chose S2RP, the Secure and

Scalable Rekeying Protocol for devices with low-compu-

tational capabilities [11]. S2RP guarantees the key

authenticity by using only one-way hash functions that are

computationally affordable even by the simplest devices. In

short, the key authentication mechanism levers on key-

chains, a technique based on the Lamport’s one-time

passwords [23]. A key-chain is an ordered set of symmetric

keys so that each key is the hash preimage of the previous

one. Hence, given a key in the key-chain, anybody can

compute all the previous keys, but nobody can compute

any of the next keys. Keys are revealed in the reverse order

with respect to creation. Given an authenticated key in the

key-chain, the devices can authenticate the next keys by

simply applying a hash function.

In order to reduce the communication overhead, the Key

Server (KS) maintains a tree structure of keys according to

S2RP (Fig. 9). Each leaf is associated with the symmetric

device-key that the corresponding device secretly shares

with KS. For each internal node, KS defines a key-chain

and the node is associated with the last-revealed key. Let us

refer to the last-revealed key associated with the node j as

Klj ; and to the next key that has to be revealed as Knj
:

Notice that after broadcasting Knj
; the key Knj

becomes the

last-revealed key.

In addition to its device-key, every device stores the

last-revealed key Klj associated with node j if the subtree

rooted at the node j contains the leaf associated with the

device-key. Hence, the key associated to the tree root is

shared by all group members and it acts as the group-key.

We call device-keyring the set of keys a devices stores.

When a device d leaves the group, KS has to revoke all

the keys stored by d in order to guarantee the forward

security. More in detail, KS defines the set of compromised

internal nodes whose subtree contains the leaving device.

Then, for each compromised node j and for each of its child

i, KS broadcasts the next key of node j encrypted by using

the last revealed key of node i. The keys are revealed in

bottom-up order so that KS broadcasts a message con-

taining the key Knj
only if it has already broadcast all the

messages containing the renewed keys of j’s children

Fig. 8 Internal structure of ALoader

Fig. 9 Hierarchical structure of key-chains in S2RP
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nodes. The rekeying protocol is secure because the leaving

node does not hold any of the keys used for rekeying.

Furthermore it is scalable because KS has to broadcast

O log nð Þ messages where n is the number of devices. A

deeper discussion about protocol security and performance

can be found in the original paper [11].

The Rekeying Component Framework implements S2RP

as follows. With reference to Figs. 5 and 6, KS implements

the Key Sender component framework whereas every

device implements the Key Receiver component frame-

work. In Key Sender, the GenerateKey component encap-

sulates the key tree whereas the KeyDB stores all the

device-keys and the last-revealed keys of all internal nodes

of the tree. The SecCom component is responsible to

encrypt keying material as required by the S2RP protocol.

In the Key Receiver component framework, the KeyDB

component stores the device-keyring whereas the SecCom

is responsible to decrypt messages containing keying

material according to the S2RP protocol. Furthermore, the

AuthKey component is responsible to authenticate keys

according to the key chain mechanism.

5.2 The Component Authentication Protocol

A typical approach to authenticate a component upon

downloading consists in authenticating it as a whole.

However, this approach requires that a component receiver

(CR) receives the entire component before verifying and

this can be exploited by an adversary to mount a denial of

service attack. More in detail, an attacker can make the

device waste resources by making it buffer the whole

component that in the end fails the authenticity verification.

An alternative approach is based on the observation that a

component is typically transmitted in several packets [19].

If every packet is authenticated, a device stores only

authenticated material and reduces the risk of denial of

service at minimum. Nevertheless, this solution introduces

overhead as each packet needs to be authenticated.

A trade-off between security and performance can be

achieved by authenticating bursts of packets by means of a

technique based on Lamport’s one-time passwords. A burst

contains a fixed pre-defined number NB of packets. If N is

the total number of packets conveying the components, NB

is comprised between 1 and N. Bursts are transmitted

sequentially. With reference to Fig. 10, each burst is linked

to the next (transmitted) one by a one-way hash function.

In fact, CS computes the hash of each burst and transmits

the result with the previous burst. The hash value associ-

ated with the last transmitted burst is filled with the null

value. If the receiver can authenticate the first burst, then it

can sequentially authenticate all the subsequent bursts.

Upon receiving a burst, the receiver computes the hash and

compares it with the hash value conveyed by the previously

received burst. If the two values are equal, the received

burst is authentic.

The authenticity of the first burst must be proven in a

different way. In a scenario with many receivers equipped

with reduced computing capabilities, the digital signature

might be not efficient. Therefore, we prove the authenticity

of the first burst by means of a Message Authentication

Code (MAC) computed with the pairwise key that a device

secretly shares with CS, or with the group-key. Let us

consider the example in Fig. 10. Given N = 9 and NB = 3,

each burst contains two component-packets and the hash of

the next burst. The first burst also contains an authenticator

constituted by a MAC computed with the secret key of the

component receiver.

The proposed authentication scheme is secure because,

in order to modify or inject a component, an adversary has

to forge a MAC or one or more hashes. Under the

assumption that the hash function is one-way, and that the

MAC function is computationally secure, such a forgery is

practically infeasible [31]. Furthermore, the scheme is also

efficient in that it only stores authenticated bursts. Finally,

It is also flexible because the number NB, 1 B NB B N, of

hash function computations as well as the authentication

method for the first burst (MAC o digital signature) are

design parameters.

This authenticated downloading protocol can be imple-

mented in terms of the ALoader component framework as

follows. With reference to Figs. 7 and 8, the AuthCS com-

ponent is responsible for splitting a component into bursts

and compute the related digests. The AuthCR component is

responsible for verifying bursts authenticity and reconstruct

the component from them. The SecCom component

framework is responsible for the component confidentiality.

The KeyDB stores the key for the MAC computation.

5.3 The Prototype

In this section we first describe the middleware layer on

which we have implemented the security architecture

Fig. 10 A chain of bursts. The order of transmission of bursts is from

top to bottom
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(Sect. 5.3.1). Then, we provide a performance evaluation of

the prototype implementation (Sect. 5.3.2).

5.3.1 CTRK

The Component Run-Time Kernel (CTRK) hinges on the

components, that are the basic runtime units of encapsulation

and deployment. Components are instantiated at runtime

from component types and can be deleted as well. Each

component type can itself be dynamically loaded and

unloaded at runtime and can be used to create multiple

component instances. CRTK provides the basic operations

for instantiating and removing a component instance, by

invoking the instantiate() and destroy() opera-

tion. CRTK also provides the load() and unload()

operations to load and unload a component type respectively.

Components offer their services through one or more

interfaces and can have dependencies on other components.

Dependencies are expressed in terms of one or more

receptacles. Each component must have each receptacle of

its connected to the interface of the corresponding com-

ponent before it can be executed. Hence, when a compo-

nents is deployed, all the components that provide the

required interfaces are recursively deployed as well. The

CRTK provides the connect() operation that creates a

component, referred to as connector, implementing the

connection between a receptacle and an interface. All the

components reside inside a capsule which serves as a

runtime component container, providing name space

functionality. A capsule is typically implemented as an

operating system address space.

CRTK has been instantiated on different types of hw/sw

platforms. We have implemented our security architecture

on two of them. One instantiation is in the Java Program-

ming Language for devices of the laptop class. The other

instantiation is on the operating systems Contiki [9, 10, 12]

for low-cost, resource-poor devices of the TMote Sky class

[33]. In fact, Contiki–CRTK is a lightweight and flexible

operating system for tiny networked sensors and has a

dynamic structure that allows to replace programs and

drivers during runtime.

5.3.2 Implementation on TMote Sky Sensor Nodes

In this section we discuss the implementation of the

security architecture on Contiki–CRTK for TMote Sky

sensor nodes [33]. These sensor nodes are powered with

two AA batteries and equipped with a 16-bit 8MHz

MSP430 microcontroller, 48 KB of ROM, 10 KB of RAM,

and IEEE 802.15.4 radio interface. We believe that such an

implementation is more meaningful than the Java one on

powerful devices, such as laptops and PDAs, as it proves

that the architecture can scale down to even very low-end

devices.

In our prototype, each sensor node implements an early

prototype of SecCom, Rekeying and ALoader components

on the receiver side. These security components exploit the

services offered by the CryptoPrimitive components to

perform cryptographic primitives, such as a symmetric

cipher, a one-way hash function, or a hMAC. Our Cryp-

toPrimitive components implement via software SkipJack

as symmetric cipher [35], and SHA-1 as hash function [34].

However, another instance of CryptoPrimitive embeds and

abstracts the cryptographic services offered by the radio

chip CC2420 [7]. In fact, CC2420 features hardware IEEE

802.15.4 MAC security operations based on AES encryp-

tion using 128 bit keys. It implements CTR encryption and

decryption, and Davies-Mayer hash function. In order to

implement a cipher, the CryptoPrimitive component

abstracts the CC2420 operating in the in-line mode by

properly configuring it to provide the cryptographic trans-

formations on the incoming/outgoing packets. Further-

more, the CryptoPrimitive uses the CC2420 in standalone

mode as a cryptographic coprocessor to realize the hash

function.

Table 1 reports the total amount of time (in millisec-

onds) employed by a CryptoPrimitive for encrypting a

message or performing a hash function. More in detail, in

the software implementation the CryptoPrimitive compo-

nent requires 9.92 ms for encrypting a packet of 48 bytes

by using SkipJack as symmetric cipher, whereas it requires

0.203 ms by using the CC2420 inline encryption. Fur-

thermore, the CryptoPrimitive component requires 14.3 ms

for applying the hash function SHA-1 on a packet of

28 bytes, whereas it requires 4.25 ms by using the CC2420

in standalone mode.

Table 2 reports the total amount of time employed by

the security components in order to perform an operation.

The second column contains the computational overhead

with the software implementation of the CryptoPrimitives,

whereas in the third column the CryptoPrimitives are

implemented by using the CC2420 security operations. The

table shows the computational overhead introduced by

SecCom to guarantee the communication integrity and

confidentiality. More in detail, SecCom performs the fol-

lowing transformation on the message m:encrypt

Table 1 Computational overhead of CryptoPrimitive

CryptoPrimitive Time (ms)

SkipJack 9.92

SHA-1 14.3

AES 0.203

Davies-Mayer 4.25
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(m||hash(m)), where encrypt specifies the sym-

metric encryption, hash specifies the hashing operation

and || is the concatenation operation. The SecCom com-

ponent requires 24.22 ms for a 28 bytes message by using

software CryptoPrimitives, and 4.45 ms by using the

CC2420. Furthermore, the table shows the time required by

Rekeying in order to guarantee the key confidentiality and

authenticity in accordance to the S2RP protocol. It requires

32.2 ms by using SkipJack as symmetric cipher and SHA-1

as hash function. This component uses only the software

CryptoPrimitives because in our implementation the

CC2420 cannot use different cryptographic keys on the

basis of the received messages. Finally, the ALoader

component framework requires 1.84 s in order to authen-

ticate a component of 1,264 bytes by using SHA-1

implemented via software as hash function. On the con-

trary, it requires 0.755 ms by using the CC2420 in stand-

alone mode to perform the hash function.

6 Conclusions

In our research, we focus on security and reconfigurability

in large-scale, heterogeneous NES that strictly inter-oper-

ate with the physical world. In order to be cost-effective

and operational over time, NES are required to be recon-

figurable in order to be adaptable to changing operating

conditions. However, reconfigurability of NES introduces

new security vulnerability.

With reference to such scenario, we have proposed a

security architecture for reconfigurable NES applications.

The proposed security architecture integrates and extends a

reconfigurable, component-based middleware by means of

abstractions and services for secure communication and

reconfiguration. The proposed architecture has the fol-

lowing merits. First of all, it identifies a basic set of

security abstractions and services, namely secure commu-

nication, authenticated downloading, and rekeying, that are

fundamental for secure communication and reconfiguration

in NES applications. Furthermore, it provides a component

framework for each basic service so that every component

has a well-defined interface and relationship with the other

components. An application developer can instantiate the

architecture by properly implementing each component

framework according to the application needs. Finally, it

can scale down even to very low-end devices such as

Tmote Sky sensor nodes.
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